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Abstract
The COPS protocol has been designed to enable communication on the interface between
the policy decision administrator and the policy enforcement devices in a policybased networking environment. It can be recognized that on the same interface
there is the need to transfer information related to the request of resource by QoS
clients and for the allocation of resources by resource allocation servers (e.g., bandwidth broker) in a DiffServ network. Hence, it is sensible to add this resource allocation functionality in the COPS framework. In particular, there are at least two cases
where it is sensible to use COPS. The first case is on the interface between an edge
node and a resource control node for handling resource allocation in a network
provider domain. The second case is on the interface between a customer (client of
a QoS enabled network) and the network provider: here COPS can be used as a
protocol to signal dynamic admission control requests. In this article we present the
definition of a new COPS client type to support the above-mentioned functionality,
then describe an application scenario where SIP-based IP telephony applications can
use Diffserv-based QoS networks. Simple backward-compatible enhancements to SIP are
needed to interact with COPS/Diffserv QoS. A testbed implementation of the proposed solutions is finally described.

T

he Common Open Policy Service (COPS) protocol
has been defined in the context of the IETF RAP
working group as mean to support policy control in
an IP quality of service (QoS) environment. The
underlying architectural model foresees that policy servers
administrate the network communicating decision to policy
clients (e.g., network elements) where the policy decisions
are enforced. Basically the decisions concern who is authorized to access what resource in the network. In particular, if
IP QoS is deployed, the users can access different transport
services, and this access must be administratively regulated.
Two architectural models for IP QoS have been proposed in
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF): the integrated
services (IntServ) and differentiated service (DiffServ) architectures. A very good introduction to the topic of IP QoS
can be found in [1], where the two approaches are described
and compared. Due to scalability issues of the IntServ
model, the DiffServ model seems preferable for the development of IP QoS in a real-life network. A fundamental difference between the two models is that the IntServ model
includes the definition of a signaling mechanism and an
admission control framework. The QoS clients use this signaling mechanism (Resource Reservation Protocol, RSVP)
to express their QoS requests to the network. The network is
able to properly fulfill the QoS requests using a clearly
defined admission control framework. The DiffServ model
still lacks a standard definition of signaling mechanisms and
an admission control framework. Therefore, the currently
This work has been partly supported by the European Commission under
project AQUILA (IST-1999–10077.
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available model for resource handling is based on a semistatic assignment of resources to a QoS client according to
long-term agreements (called service level agreements)
between customer and network provider. There is no dynamic signaling of requests from users to network, and it is possible to change the assignment of resources only on a
relatively long timescale (e.g., days). The process of properly
configuring the elements in the provider network is called
DiffServ resource provisioning.
The concept of policy control applies to both IntServ and
DiffServ networks, but the different signaling and admission
control models need to be taken into account. As for the
IntServ model, it is conceptually easy to add policy control on
top of the signaling and admission control framework. In fact,
the standardization process in the IETF followed this path:
the RAP working group developed the COPS protocol with
the idea to complement the resource-related admission control
defined in the IntServ model with a policy-related admission
control. The requirements for the initial definition of the policy-based admission control architecture and of the COPS protocol were mainly derived considering the IntServ RSVP
signaling protocol. In this scenario [2] the network nodes, running RSVP, represent the policy enforcement points (PEPs),
while a logically centralized element acts as a policy server
and is called the policy decision point (PDP). The PEP makes
requests to the PDP for policy-related admission control and
the PDP provides the needed policy decisions. As for the DiffServ model, an extension to COPS to support the provisioning
of resources within network elements has been defined, called
COPS-PR [3]. Basically, it supports the static provisioning
model discussed above. A kind of logically centralized management center acts as the PDP and “installs” the proper con-
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PDP makes the policy decision and
■ Figure 1. Outsourcing and provisioning models in COPS.
answers with a Decision message.
Under the provisioning (also
known as configuration) model,
the PDP proactively sends Decision messages to configure the
figuration (decisions) in the DiffServ network elements
resource handling mechanisms in the PEP. In other words,
(routers) that represent the PEPs.
the network elements are preconfigured, based on policy,
The static provisioning model for a DiffServ network,
prior to processing events.
although interesting in an early deployment phase for its simLet us now consider the dynamic scenario for DiffServ
plicity, has some annoying limitations. For example, the preQoS. Two components must be defined: a signaling mechaconfiguration of network elements may lead to
nism and an admission control framework. As for the latter, a
underutilization of resources; it is difficult for the provider to
straightforward solution is to use a server to control the
adapt to changes in traffic demand; the service offering of the
admission of traffic within a DiffServ domain. This approach
provider is basically limited to the transfer of large and stable
has been considered since the very beginning of the discussion
traffic aggregates. The evolution of the DiffServ model envisabout the DiffServ architecture [6]. The admission control
ages the capacity to dynamically handle resource requests. A
server in the DiffServ terminology is typically referred to as
higher utilization of network resources and the possibility of
the bandwidth broker (BB). In the dynamic scenario there is a
offering more advanced services are some of the benefits of
need to exchange resource allocation requests from the edge
the dynamic resource allocation.
routers to the logically centralized BB, and this can be someIn this article we describe a dynamic DiffServ resource
how mapped into a PEP-to-PDP relationship. The commonalallocation model that relies on COPS as a signaling mechaity between the BB and the PDP has been described in [7] by
nism (the detailed protocol specification is given in [4]). The
the BB group in the Internet2 Qbone project. In [7] the use of
COPS protocol provides the opportunity to combine policy
COPS for the communication between the edge cevice and
control, QoS signaling and resource control in a unified
the BB was listed as a possible candidate for the intradomain
framework. The model is applied to a realistic SIP-based IP
scenario.1 The use of COPS for dynamic resource admission
telephony scenario. The SIP protocol is the IETF standard
for IP telephony; it seems to be the more promising candicontrol in a DiffServ network is also assumed in some studies
date for call setup signaling for the future IP-based telephony
and prototypes [8]. Anyway, no formal description of the
services, and it has been chosen by Third Generation PartCOPS extensions for the specific scenarios has been given.
nership Project (3GPP) as the protocol for multimedia appliWe have defined the COPS extensions for DiffServ resource
cation in 3G mobile networks. In this context, we describe a
allocation under a strict Outsourcing model in [9]. An applicavery simple solution that binds the SIP signaling to the protion scenario was described in [10]. The work is extended here
posed COPS-based QoS model. The SIP protocol is enhanced
with a new COPS client type that combines the Outsourcing
to convey QoS related information, preserving backward
and Provisioning model for DiffServ resource allocation.
compatibility with current SIP applications and decoupling as
The other component of a dynamic model for DiffServ
much as possible SIP signaling from QoS handling [5]. The
QoS is the signaling mechanism that allows the QoS clients to
proposed solution fulfills the requirement of QoS support in
make resource reservation requests to the network. A proSIP-based IP telephony.
posed solution is the use of the IntServ RSVP as the access
We explain the role of COPS for resource allocation in a
signaling protocol [11]. We have also deeply examined this
dynamic DiffServ context, while we discuss the definition of
solution in [10, 12]. RSVP was designed as an end-to-end prothe COPS client type (COPS-DRA) suitable for this scenario.
tocol to support multicast sessions spanning the whole InterThe QoS model is applied to the SIP-based IP telephony scenet with receiver-oriented reservations. RSVP provides not
nario. An implementation of the overall architecture is
only the access signaling, but all the mechanisms to enable
described, and then we draw conclusions.
resource reservation in the router, and it includes a lot of features like protection from routing changes, receiver diversity,
and so on. We believe that using RSVP only as the access signaling protocol introduces unneeded complexity, so this soluThe COPS Role for Dynamic DiffServ
tion is useful only in a potential interworking scenario where a
Resource Allocation
large number of hosts (and applications) natively use RSVP.
The COPS protocol is a simple query and response protocol
that allows policy servers (PDPs) to communicate policy deci1 In this article we focus on the role of the BB in controlling resources for a
sions to network devices (PEPs). In order to be flexible, the
COPS protocol has been designed to support multiple types
network in a single administrative domain (intradomain scenario). Bandof policy clients. Each client type is described in a different
width brokers may play also an important role in interdomain resource
usage document. The protocol uses TCP to provide reliable
negotiation. The work of the Internet2 Qbone has actually focused on the
exchange of messages. COPS provides the means to establish
interdomain aspects.
Query (2)
Trigger event
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PDP PEP
PEP
IST project AQUILA [13] developed a
COPS
mechanism based on a distributed object
QoS-enabled
computing platform (CORBA). There is
network
actually a need for a more systematic
approach to address this problem. A
Edge router
commonly agreed definition of the logical content of a dynamic resource reser■ Figure 2. COPS support to dynamic DiffServ-based IP QoS.
vation in a DiffServ network is still
lacking. Some efforts are underway to
number of relatively small requests should be supported.
achieve a formal definition of the so-called service level speciA model based on provisioning is much more scalable with
fication (SLS), which should represent the answer to this need
respect to signaling: there is no exchange of signaling mes[14]. COPS is listed among the candidate protocols to transsages related to single requests. The COPS-PR client type
port SLS. In this work we make a detailed proposal on how to
realizes this model: the PDP installs configuration decisions so
use COPS to signal dynamic admission control requests
that the client is able to handle events locally. The drawbacks
between the QoS clients and the provider of a QoS-enabled
of this model lay in inflexibility: it is difficult to handle modifinetwork.
cation of configured parameters in response to events like
Figure 2 provides a representation of the proposed archiresource requests (each modification is handled as a request
tecture for dynamic DiffServ QoS. A proper extension of
for a new configuration). It is even more difficult to handle a
the COPS protocol is used on both the interface between
single “special” incoming request with the help of the
the edge router and the logically centralized admission/poliPDP/BB. If fact, COPS-PR is a very general and powerful
cy control server, and the interface between the QoS client
mechanism based on the use of policy information base (PIB)
and the network. In the figure the QoS client is represented
information. Therefore, it is able to provision any kind of poliby a server for IP telephony, since one of the main applicacy in the PEP, but is not explicitly customized to handle
tions of IP QoS can be the convergence of voice and data
dynamic DiffServ QoS.
on an IP transport network. In the picture the leftmost
As for efficiency, in general the outsourcing approach is
interface is a user–network interface. The architecture can
more efficient in resource usage, because the resources can be
easily support other scenarios where the QoS client belongs
allocated dynamically. The preallocation mechanisms in the
to the provider network (e.g., a SIP server in a 3G mobile
provisioning approach can lead to underutilization of resources.
network).
From this analysis we derive the following three requirements for a combined model:
Definition of the COPS Interfaces
• It should offer the capability of provisioning resources to
local nodes, in order to avoid high signaling burden.
This section describes the proposed extensions to COPS for
• It should be easy for the local node to request the modificathe support of a dynamic DiffServ QoS scenario. A new client
tion (increase, decrease) of the provisioned resource.
type is defined, COPS DiffServ Resource Allocation (COPS• It should be possible to handle specific requests under the
DRA). The COPS client type defined in [9], Outsourcing
outsourcing model.
DiffServ Resource Allocation (COPS-ODRA), was based only
As an example, an access node to a DiffServ-enabled neton the outsourcing model. In order to achieve a flexible and
work with dynamic QoS will handle requests for low-bandefficient network, the combination of the outsourcing model
width telephony calls in an “aggregated” way, based on
with the provisioning model should be exploited. Hereafter,
resources provisioned by a central network management systhe merits of the combination of outsourcing and provisioning
tem. The access node may react to changes in the offered trafmodels are discussed, comparing COPS-DRA with COPSfic by requesting more (or less) resources to the management
ODRA, and with the IETF proposed COPS-PR.
system. When a request for a high quality audio and videoIn the COPS-ODRA outsourcing model the PEP always
conference is received, the access node requests explicit
explicitly asks the PDP/BB2 for a given amount of resources,
admission control to the management system. A pre-allocafrom an ingress point to an egress point. For scalability, pertion of resources for this kind of requests would have resulted
flow state is not stored in the PDP/BB: the PDP/BB does not
in under-utilization of network. We have mapped these
record each single request. Instead, resource allocation
requirements into the COPS-DRA protocol, where PEP reprequests are properly aggregated, and only aggregate state
resents the access node and the PDP/BB represents the maninformation is kept in the PDP/BB. An example application
agement system. COPS-DRA is explicitly targeted to DiffServ
scenario for the COPS-ODRA is IntServ operation over Diffresource allocation and admission control.
Serv networks, as described in [10]. In this scenario, the edge
The above discussion is mainly related to the communicarouter includes the PEP and interacts with the PDB/BB using
tion between the access node and the logically centralized
COPS-ODRA according to the reservation requests coming
server in a dynamic DiffServ QoS scenario. Let us consider
from RSVP messages. An architectural definition and scalathe interface between a QoS client and the QoS provider in
bility analysis of this scenario can be found in [15]. Due to the
a QoS-enabled network. On this interface the QoS client
aggregation of state information, the COPS-ODRA model
sends QoS reservation requests to the provider who is in
achieves good scalability in state storage, but the number of
charge of accepting or rejecting the request. In a typical scesignaling messages does not scale well, for example, if a large
nario, considering that the provider will not distribute
resources in advance to its clients, only the outsourcing
2 The BB that combines the policy control and admission control is denotmodel is relevant.
Once the requirements about the general model have been
ed PDP/BB.
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QoS-enabled
network
Client network
phase, always using the COPSDRA, the edge router requires an
■ Figure 3. An example information exchange using COPS-DRA.
initial configuration (1) to the
PDP/BB that allocates a set of
resources to the edge router (2). A specific
request may require an external decision
Resource allocation
Component of request
(e.g., when the bandwidth exceeds a prefixed
model
messages
limit). In this case the decision is outsourced
to the PDP/BB, and the message (4) is the
Edge router to
Outsourcing and
Scope and amount of reservation
logical copy of message (3). Therefore, the
PDB/BB interface
Provisioning
Type of service
answer (6) to the QoS client will be the logiQoS client to QoS
Outsourcing only
Flow identification
cal copy of the PDP/BB answer (5). A differprovider interface
Scope and amount of reservation
ent situation is when the request coming
Type of service
from the user can be aggregated with previous requests, but there are no more available
■ Table 1. COPS-DRA usage on the two different interfaces.
allocated resources. In this case the edge
router will send a request (4) to increase the
resources allocated to the PDP/BB, which
will answer with decision (5). Typically the (4) and (5) mesconsidered, the logical content of the request messages sent
sages are sent asynchronously with respect to (3) and (6),
by the PEP to the PDP should be discussed. The three basic
when the edge router detects that the available allocated
components of the reservation requests are:
resources are below some thresholds. The set of edge routers
• The scope and amount of reservation (where the reservation
and the BB realize a sort of distributed BB in a DiffServ netapplies and how much bandwidth)
work. The PDP/BB could base its operation on static informa• The type of requested service (possibly including a set of
tion or interact with a network device to acquire network
QoS parameters)
topology information and even to configure nodes. A hierar• The flow identification (i.e., to which IP flow or aggregate of
chy of PDP/BB and redundant elements can be used. The defflows the reservation applies)
inition of these mechanisms and of the algorithms used by the
The first two components are needed on both the edge
PDP/BB to make admission control decisions are outside the
router to PDP/BB interface and the QoS client to QoS
scope of this article. Examples of actual algorithms for (re)
provider interface, while the third component is only needed
distribution of resources between PDP/BB and edge routers
in the latter interface. As already mentioned, work is ongoing
can be found in [13, 16].
to propose a commonly agreed on definition of the semantic
The signaling details of the COPS-DRA are fully specified
content of reservation requests, but this work is in a very early
in [4], only some comments to Fig. 3 are given hereafter. Messtage [14]. For COPS-DRA a simple scenario has been consages (1), (3), (4) are COPS Request messages, while (2), (5),
sidered in order to derive the requirements:
(6) are COPS Decision messages. Different types of Request
• The scope of the reservation is identified by an ingress and
messages are discriminated by a field in the so-called Context
an egress point in the QoS-enabled network, and the
object. In particular, message (1) is the initial configuration
amount of needed resource is identified by a bit rate (bits
request sent by the PEP to the PDP. Messages (4) can be outper second).
sourcing requests or requests related to aggregated resources:
• The type of requested service is simply an index to a previthe above mentioned field discriminates the two cases. In the
ously agreed on list of services.
typical scenario, messages (3) are always outsourcing requests.
• For the flow identification the source and destination IP
The Client Specific Info object in the Request messages has
addresses and TCP/UDP ports are used.
been defined to carry the needed information. For example,
More complex scenarios may require the addition of specific
in messages (4) the Client Specific Info will carry the ingress
parameters to these components or the definition of further
and egress point of the reservation, requested bandwidth, and
components in the reservation request. For example, the “timtype of service. In messages (3) the Client Specific Info will
ing” of a reservation (immediate reservation, advance reservaalso contain the flow identification details.
tions and so on) has not been considered in the three
mentioned components. Note that thanks to its extensibility,
further functionality may be added to COPS-DRA in a later
IP Telephony: A COPS Based QoS Model
stage. Table 1 lists the different features of COPS-DRA used
on the two different interfaces.
The SIP protocol has been defined within the IETF as a sigHereafter, the proposed model is explained with the help
naling protocol to initiate voice, video, and multimedia sesof the example information exchange depicted in Fig. 3. The
sions, and it is a candidate for call setup signaling in IP
QoS user (e.g., a SIP proxy server as described in the next
telephony. Obviously, for the realization of such service it is
section) implements a COPS-DRA client, while the edge
very important to bind the call setup procedures with QoS
router plays the role of QoS provider and implements a
reservation and/or admission control mechanisms. In the
COPS-DRA server. The edge router receives the QoS request
recent past, different scenarios have been proposed in order
(2)
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■ Figure 4. QoS SIP architecture.
the sole call setup protocol for both QoS and non-QoS calls.
An additional advantage is that all the QoS-related functions
can be moved from the terminal to local SIP proxy servers
that will control both call setup and resource reservation, thus
relieving the terminals of unneeded complexity and preserving
backward compatibility with standard SIP clients.
The QoS requests are handled at the border of the core network by the edge routers (ERs) that implement all mechanisms
needed to perform admission control decisions (possibly with
the aid of a BB) and policing function, as described in the previous sections. The COPS protocol is used to make QoS reservation requests to the QoS access points (i.e., to the network
ERs). In this scenario the SIP clients are assumed to use a
default SIP proxy server in their domain for both outgoing and
incoming calls. The SIP servers are therefore involved in the
message exchange between the clients and can add (and read)
QoS related information in the SIP
messages. This QoS information
exchange can be made transparent to
Bandwidth broker
Calling user Q-SIP server
Called user Q-SIP server
the clients. The SIP servers will negotiate QoS parameters among them and
BB
interact with the network QoS mechanisms. For the setup of a bidirectional
DiffServ network
QoS communication, two different
reservations have to be requested of the
Called
user
Calling
user
SIP terminal
SIP terminal
QoS network. The enhanced SIP server
ER
ER
is called a Q-SIP server (QoS-enabled
INVITE
INVITE
INVITE
SIP server). A detailed description of
the Q-SIP protocol can be found in [5].
180 ringing
180 ringing 180 ringing
The reference scenario is depicted in
Fig. 4. The involved actors are the two
200 OK
SIP clients, the two SIP servers and a
Cops REQ
Cops REQ
QoS-enabled network. In the end-toend signaling route, one or more nonCops DEC
Cops DEC
QoS-aware SIP servers can be
encountered, without changing the ref200 OK
erence model.
A high-level description of the archiCops REQ
tecture and of the signaling flow is given
Cops REQ
hereafter; a detailed definition is given
Cops DEC
in [5]. When a call setup is initiated, the
Cops DEC
calling user SIP client starts the SIP call
200 OK
setup procedure through the SIP proxy
server. If a Q-SIP server is encountered,
ACK
ACK
ACK
it will start a QoS session interacting
with a remote Q-SIP server and with the
<Traffic stream>
<Traffic stream>
QoS provider for the backbone network
(i.e., the access ER). QoS-related information is added to SIP messages using
■ Figure 5. Q-SIP call signaling flow.
the VIA fields in a backward-compatible

to bind the SIP signaling to the IP QoS mechanisms, but
unfortunately they only refer to IntServ-based approaches
[17]. These proposals consider the terminals aware of the
implemented QoS model and let the terminal in the caller’s
network request QoS of the network. This approach has various drawbacks. First of all, the clients should be customized
with the QoS mechanism used in the network, making existing
legacy applications unusable. Another problem is that the terminal should implement the complete stacks for both call
setup protocol (SIP) and QoS reservation. This may be a burden for “light” terminals with limited memory and processor
capacities such as mobile phones or other handheld IP-based
terminals.
The above considerations are the basis of the QoS architecture proposed here. The main idea is to eliminate the need
for a specific QoS protocol in the terminals, and to use SIP as
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The proposed architecture has
been implemented in a testbed
showing both QoS and call setup
DiffServ
DiffServ
aspects. The testbed is composed
of two Ethernet based client netCOPSEdge router
works and a DiffServ core network
DRA
composed of two ERs and one core
SIP
router. In each access network
SIP
there are one SIP terminal and one
Q-SIP
DiffServ
DiffServ
Q-SIP
Q-SIP
proxy server
Q-SIP server. A PDP/BB node is
SIP client
SIP client
proxy server
located in the DiffServ network.
The overall picture of the testbed
■ Figure 6. The overall testbed scenario.
is shown in Fig. 6.
All nodes (client, servers, and
routers) are based on Linux OS.
The terminals implement standard
Bandwidth broker
SIP clients, while Q-SIP, BB, and
Decision server
ERs implement ad hoc COPS
SIP messages
SIP messages
Socket
clients/servers. The source code is
available under the GPL license in
COPS-DRA server
[4]. Further details on the DiffServ
implementation can also be found
COPS-DRA
QSIP server
in [12], while [10] describes the
messages
testbed of the previous COPSAPI
ODRA client. The Q-SIP server
Socket
COPS-DRA
Socket
includes a SIP server developed in
COPS-DRA client
messages
API
Java and a COPS-DRA client develLocal
decision
server
COPS-DRA
oped in C. The SIP server and
COPS-DRA client
server
Kernel
COPS-DRA client are two different
socket
UNIX processes communicating
Q-SIP server
Linux DiffServ traffic control:
through a socket interface. The ERs
kernel
policer, classifier
act as QoS access points and include
a COPS-DRA server that commuEdge router
(QoS access point)
nicates through a socket interface
with a process implementing the
local decision server and the COPS
■ Figure 7. Q-SIP server, ER, and BB internal architectures.
DRA client. This process communicates with the DiffServ traffic control mechanism provided by the Linux kernel. The PDP/BB is
way. This information is transported transparently by legacy
composed of a COPS-DRA server and a decision server that
QoS-unaware SIP servers and clients. Figure 4 shows the archiinteract through a socket-based interface. Figure 7 shows the
tecture, while Fig. 5 describes the call setup message flow.
internal architectures of the Q-SIP server, ER, and BB.
With reference to Figs. 4 and 5, the calling user sends a
We have tested in our testbed some publicly available SIP
standard SIP INVITE message to the local Q-SIP server. The
clients, and they were able to correctly dialog with our Q-SIP
calling user sees the Q-SIP server as a standard SIP proxy
servers, which were in turn able to successfully set up and
server. The Q-SIP server, based on the calling user identity
release QoS reservations using COPS-DRA. Future work in
and session information, decides whether a QoS session has to
the testbed will address the evaluation of “post-dialing” setup
be started or not. If a QoS session has to be set up, it inserts
delays as a function of signaling load. In the current unloaded
the required QoS session descriptors within the INVITE mesexperiments additional post-dialing setup delay due to COPSsage and forwards it toward the invited called user; the
DRA resource reservation was not perceptible by the user,
INVITE messages can be relayed by both standard SIP proxy
but of course this result is of limited significance.
servers and Q-SIP servers. When the 200 OK response reaches the Q-SIP server that controls the called user client network, the Q-SIP server starts a QoS reservation (COPS REQ
Conclusions
message) to the called user access ER for the called-user-tocalling-user traffic flow. When the called user Q-SIP server
In this article the support of dynamic resource allocation and
receives the COPS DEC message, it sends the 200 OK mespolicy control in DiffServ-based networks has been considsage with the complete QoS session descriptors to the calling
ered. We focus on the signaling mechanism needed to handle:
user. When the calling user Q-SIP server receives the 200 OK
• Resource admission control within a DiffServ domain
message, it completes the QoS session setup sending a QoS
• Resource requests to a QoS provider
request to the calling user ER for the caller-to-callee traffic
• QoS-aware call setups for SIP-based applications
flow. Once the caller Q-SIP server receives the COPS DEC
For the first two cases, a homogenous scenario has been
message in response, it forwards the 200 OK message to the
individuated, in which the COPS protocol is chosen as comcalling user. Finally, the SIP acknowledgment (ACK) traversmon signaling mechanism, combining QoS signaling and
es the network from the calling to the called user, and data
resource admission control. These aspects complement the
transfer begins.
defined use of COPS as policy control mechanisms.
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As for the resource admission control within a DiffServ
domain, the PEP is the node that handles resource and policy
enforcement (typically the edge router), while the PDP is the
server that handles resource allocation and policy decisions (a
bandwidth broker in DiffServ terminology).
As for the resource requests to a QoS provider, the PEP is a
QoS client or call control server (e.g., an H.323 gatekeeper or
SIP server) that asks for QoS reservations to a QoS access point
(e.g., edge routers of the DiffServ network) acting as the PDP.
A COPS client type (COPS-DRA) has been defined in
order to support the combination of the two different COPS
resource allocation models: outsourcing and provisioning. So
far there has been no proposal of such combined mechanisms.
The combination of the two models results in a flexible and
efficient solution. Thanks to the provisioning component, it is
possible to control the number of exchanged messages obtaining good scalability performance. Explicit requests can still be
handled, applying the outsourcing model, achieving an efficient usage of resources. The typical strategy is that small
requests are handled in an aggregated way (provisioning),
large requests on a single flow basis (outsourcing).
As for the QoS-aware call setups for SIP-based applications, a new scenario integrating the SIP signaling with the
DiffServ QoS mechanisms has been considered. We have proposed a very simple architecture in which the SIP signaling is
bound to the proposed COPS-based QoS model leading to a
very light and powerful model. The proposed solution
enhances the SIP protocol to convey QoS-related information,
but preserving backward compatibility with current SIP-based
equipment that does not support QoS. This allows a smooth
migration and is very interesting, for example, in the context
of a third-generation mobile network, where SIP has been
chosen as the protocol for the multimedia domain. A possible
deployment scenario based on QoS-aware SIP proxy servers is
proposed, having the advantage that legacy SIP user applications can be fully reused. The testbed implementation of the
proposed solution, including the internal architecture of the
Q-SIP proxy server has been described.
In conclusion, the described QoS scenario represents a
promising solution for the evolution of DiffServ QoS from a
static approach to a dynamic one. The dynamic approach will
answer the need of present and future QoS-sensitive services
in a much more efficient and flexible way.
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